
UNDERSTANDING THE FOUR LOGISTICS CONCEPTS

After reading this chapter you should be able to understand the following. â€¢ Marketing logistics concept, objective,
scope and its elements. â€¢ Interface There are four major decision areas in supply chain management: 1.

Manufacturing and mobility requirements are both embedded synchronized as what is being produced has to
be moved at a similar rate along the supply chain. The optimization of our supply chain considers utilization,
delivery times, customer priorities, special customer requests and cost structures. Function Two: Price An
organization bases pricing decisions on both internal and external factors. Warehouse management and
control[ edit ] Although there is some overlap in functionality, warehouse management systems WMS can
differ significantly from warehouse control systems WCS. These optimum activities for individual sectors
resulted in significant managerial losses including stock shortage, and excessive or bad inventory. The concern
is with production, testing, transportation, storage and supply. As an international operating company we
arrange, combine and integrate road, rail, air and sea transportation needs. For example, locating a factory in
Mexico might reduce the labor costs associated with a product. Promotion of environmental load reduction in
distribution activities It is important to take measures for CO2 reduction and energy conservation in the
transportation field. Asset Control Logistics: companies in the retail channels, both organized retailers and
suppliers, often deploy assets required for the display, preservation, promotion of their products. Unit loads
are usually assembled into higher standardized units such as: ISO containers , swap bodies or semi-trailers.
Although picking is more of a tactical planning decision than a configuration problem, it is important to take it
into account when deciding the racks layout inside the warehouse and buying tools such as handlers and
motorized carts since once those decisions are taken they will work as constraints when managing the
warehouse, same reasoning for sorting when designing the conveyor system or installing automatic dispensers.
Logistics must be consistent with the products it supports as customers usually do not have any distinctions
between a product and the distribution system that supplies it. Uncover new sources by reviewing other
students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to
address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how to use and how not
to use our library. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the
library; essay content should not be construed as advice. The international distribution connecting each
function and player of globally conducted procurement, production, and sales also plays an extremely
important role. For example, if a company with its own warehousing facilities decides to employ external
transportation, this would be an example of third-party logistics. Working synergistically , WMS and WCS
can resolve these issues and maximize efficiency for companies that rely on the effective operation of their
warehouse or distribution center. Now the construction logistics emerged as vital part of construction. Who
wrote this essay? Information in traditional bar codes is stored as a sequence of black and white bars varying
in width, which when read by laser is translated into a digital sequence, which according to fixed rules can be
converted into a decimal number or other data. Construction Logistics is known to mankind since ancient
times. Under the circumstances where synchronization of providing actions with trends for demands was
required in order to eliminate such losses, logistics as management optimizing the entire providing actions
developed. Logistics is the management which synchronizes such providing actions as procurement,
production, sales, and distribution with demands. These include museums of transportation, customs, packing,
and industry-based logistics. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Some
classes of supply have a linear demand relationship: as more troops are added, more supply items are needed;
or as more equipment is used, more fuel and ammunition are consumed.


